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Automatic Sapstain Detection in Processed Timber
Through Image Feature Analysis
Jeremiah D. Deng, Member, IEEE

Abstract
Sapstain is considered a defect that must be removed from processed wood. So far, research in automatic wood inspection
systems has been mostly limited to dealing with knots. In this paper, we extract a number of colour and texture features from
wood pictures. These features are then assessed using machine learning techniques via feature selection, visualization, and finally
classification. Apart from average colour and colour opponents, texture features are also found to be useful in classifying sapstain.
This implies a significant modification to the domain understanding that sapstain is mainly a discolourization effect. Preliminary
results are presented, with satisfactory classification performance using only a few selected features. It is promising that a real
world wood inspection system with the functionality of sapstain detection can be developed.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Sapstain is caused by fungus infection in wood and can subsequently damage the wood quality, especially for soft woods
such as Radiate Pine, Corsican Pine, Ponderosa Pine and Douglas Fur. Depending on temperature and moisture conditions,
timber can be infected at any time during manufacturing. The onset of the fungus can be very rapid, with discolourization of
timber appearing within 5 or 6 days in the right moisture conditions [5]. Sapstain can penetrate deep into the timber, which
means the removing the surface stain will not eliminate the sapstain from the wood. It is a real problem for the timber industry
as it can cause the wood to lose its strength over time, and is generally considered a defect that must not appear in finished
products.
The visual discolourization caused by sapstain can vary from completely covering the sapwood to appearing as specks,
streaks or patches of various intensities of colour [5]. The colour of the stain can vary depending on the infecting organism,
species and moisture condition of the wood. The most common fungal stain is blue-stain as can be seen in Fig. 1. The colour
of blue-stain typically varies from blue to bluish black and grey to brown, but can also have shades of yellow, orange, purple
and red.

Fig. 1.

A blue-stain region is marked by the dashed rectangle at the bottom of the image.

Human inspection of defects in timber is the typical method of classifying defects from clear wood with timber manufacturers.
Although humans are good at pattern matching in general, our performance is not perfectly reliable and sometimes even fails
to maintain a satisfactory level. For instance, human inspection of defects achieved a 68% detection rate in locating and
identifying defects in red oak timber [6]. In a comparative study [9], human inspection achieved an 80% detection rate of
knots in pine timber. In an experiment conducted by Gronlund in 1995 [4], timber boards were graded into four grades by
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two different experts, only 60% of the boards were put into the same grade. This further exemplifies how inconsistent and
inaccurate human inspection can be.
While prior research into methods for automatic timber inspection systems have focused on the detection of defects such as
knots, there has been a lack of research focus on the automatic detection of sapstain. Like other timber defects such as knots,
sapstain can greatly vary in its appearance, ranging from a distinctive greyish area that penetrates deep into the timber, to a
very light sporadic blue colour appearing on the surface on the timber. It is this vast range of visual appearance that challenges
both human performance and automatic methods of inspection.
In this article, we will present a machine learning based approach in dealing with automatic sapstain detection. After
considering a few potentially useful image features extracted from timber board images, we conducted feature analysis in
ranking and selecting the features. Classification algorithms were then employed to work on selected features, achieving rather
satisfactory in cross validation experiments.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Our experimental setting is first introduced in Section II, where data acquisition
and our general experimental approach are explained. An introduction to feature extraction then follows in Section III.
Visualization, feature analysis, and classification results are then presented and discussed in Section V. Finally we conclude
our study in Section VII.
II. E XPERIMENT SETTINGS
To our knowledge there is no publicly available image data of sapstain defects. Our image data were taken from 20 different
timber boards using a Sony Digital Still Camera (Cybershot DSC-P93). The 20 boards were provided by the Kiwi Wood
Processing Ltd., and an experienced defect inspection employee from the same company then identified the clear and sapstain
regions within the 120 images. The images are 1280 × 960 pixels in size. The regions were then extracted from the images
and split into 30 × 30 pixel blocks. Thus we obtained 2,500 blocks from each class (either ‘clear’ or ‘sapstain’), forming a
data set of 5,000 sample images in total.
Several feature schemes were considered for the classification of clear and sapstain image data. These include colour
averages, colour histogram centiles, colour opponents, and texture features such as Gabor filter energy and local binary patterns.
Experiments were then conducted to evaluate various feature schemes and find out the most effective feature combination that
can be used for classification. A number of feature ranking and selection techniques were involved. Further classification results
were obtained by using a reduced feature set. Good classification accuracy was achieved with a number of classifiers.
Finally we consider an approach using self-organzing maps, where the visualization user interface and the classification
process can operate within the same framework. Because of its convenience and good performance, We propose to use this
framework in online inspection of wood images for sapstain detection.
III. F EATURE EXTRACTION
A. Colour means
Because sapstain is related to a discolourization process, a set of colour features were first taken into consideration. Since
sapstain dominantly appears as a discolouring defect, using colour means of image blocks is a relevant choice. This image
feature is computationally very light-weight. In calculating colour means, we considered the RGB space, as well as other
colour spaces with colour opponents:
1) Ohta colour opponents [14], expressed as
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2) Wandell colour opponents. Wandell colour opponents are thought to reflect the representation of colour in the central
visual system [22]. Each of the colour channels are adjusted linearly for each of the colour opponents: lumination (L),
Red versus Green (R/G), and Yellow versus Blue (Y/B), as follows.
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The colour opponent features have been shown to be most useful when the texture contains significant differences in colour,
and they have been successfully used for texture classification along with texture features.
B. Colour centiles
Colour centiles are colour histogram features that were proposed for wood inspection [9]. For a cumulative histogram CH(x)
defined over a discrete range of N , a p-percentage centile c is defined as c = min(k) : k ∈ N and CH(k) ≥ p.
As a colour histogram feature, colour centiles have also been proven to be consistent despite different colour shades due
to varying illumination conditions. Through some trial with the p value, we find that 30% centiles are most useful and give
robust classification results.
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C. Visualization of the feature spaces
The colour features given above are all based on the 3-dimensional RGB colour space. To visualize them together with
the class labels of the data samples, we produced some 2-D scatter plots, as shown in Fig. 2. Note that only the first and
the second dimensions are used for the X- and Y-axis of each graph, but other combinations give similar appearance. It can
be seen that while the discriminant ability of each feature scheme is to some extent satisfactory, none of them is ideal but
bearing some significant overlapping between the ‘clear’ and ‘sapstain’ classes. No obvious preference of a feature scheme
can be concluded from these scatter plots, although the overlaps between samples of two classes seem to be less obvious in
the opponent colour models (Ohta and Wandell) than in the other two feature spaces.
As an artificial neural network model, self-organizing maps (SOMs) [8] conduct data clustering and dimension reduction
simultaneously. It has been used frequently in various data visualization tasks. Fig. 3 gives the feature map generated on the
average Wandell colour features using the SOM Toolbox [1]. Image blocks of both ‘clear’ and ‘sapstain’ classes are used to
label the feature map units. There was a clear boundary between the clear (lower and left) and sapstain (upper and right) zones,
despite some minor folding effect. This demonstrates the usefulness of the colour opponent features.
D. Texture features
1) Gabor filtering: Gabor filters are a set of Gaussian modulated sine functions defined on a few spatial orientations. Gabor
filtering has been widely used in image segmentation, object classification, and image retrieval [10], and is often referred to as
the Homogeneous Texture Descriptor in the MPEG-7 core experiments [11]. The two dimensional Gabor function is defined
as




y2
1 x2
1
+ 2 + 2πjf x ,
exp −
(3)
g(x, y) =
2πσx σy
2 σx2
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where σx and σy are spatial spreads of the Gaussian on x- and y-directions respectively, and f the spatial frequency. A set
of self-similar Gabor filters are generated through dilation and rotation of this mother function [10]. The filtering process was
conducted in frequency domain for speeding-up and the filtered image was obtained through fast Fourier transform. The mean
values of filtered images, obtained by filters of 3 frequency levels and 5 orientations, were used in our study and resulted in
a 15-dimension feature for each sample image.
2) Local Binary Patterns (LBP): LBPs have been shown to be a simple but effective method of texture discrimination based
on a simplification of directional grayscale difference histogram [15] [16]. The basic idea of LBP is quite straightforward.
Consider the local 3×3 window centered at the current pixel, as shown in Fig. 4. A binary weight is assigned to the neighbouring
cell using the given index if the corresponding grayscale value is greater than that of the centre pixel. For instance, the pattern
in the figure will give a LBP of 1 + 8 + 32 + 128 = 169. Denote LBP histogram vectors as hi = [h(1), h(2), ..., h(L)]
(L = 256), the Chi-square distance can be used to calculate the dissimilarity between feature vectors h1 and h2 :
dX 2 =

L
X
[h1 (k) − h2 (k)]2
k=1

h1 (k) + h2 (k)

(4)

IV. F EATURE EVALUATION AND SELECTION
Given a set of features F = f1 , f2 , ..., fn , it is often the case that the features can be redundant and noisy at the same time.
Hence it makes sense to evaluate the features and obtain a reduced feature set S, so that further data analysis processes, such
as classification, can benefit from it. We can define the mutual information of two variables x1 and x2 as follows:
Z Z
p(x, y)
I(x, y) =
p(x, y)
(5)
p(x)p(y)
To rank a feature fi , we need to calculate I(fi , c), i.e., the mutual information between the feature and the class label. In fact
I(fi , c) is often referred to as ‘information gain’ (IG), denoted as IG(fi |c), indicating the amount of additional information
about a feature fi once the class label c is given. A modified measure based on IG is defined as ‘symmetric uncertainty’:
SU(fi |c) =

IG(fi |c)
,
H(fi ) + H(c)

(6)

where H(.) is the entropy. A straightforward approach would be selecting the first features that have the top-ranked IG or
SU measures. This is however sub-optimal, since not only these selected features can be rather relevant, making the selection
redundant in itself, but also other features, which are less relevant but still useful for classification, lose the chance to be
selected. Therefore, methods have been investigated in order to guide the search process to find feature subsets with the
minimum mutual relevance between features. In the minimal-redundancy-maximal-relevance (mRMR) approach [17], both the
relevance to class
1 X
D=
I(fi , c),
(7)
|S|
fi ∈S
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TABLE I
P ERFORMANCE OF INDIVIDUAL FEATURE SCHEMES AND THEIR COMBINATIONS
Accuracy (%)
RGB
RGB Centile
Wandell
Ohta
Gabor
LBP
Ohta + Gabor
Wandell + Gabor
Wandell + LBP
ALL

and the mutual relevance between features
R=

k-NN
89.5
89.1
90.4
90.2
82.3
72.7
93.6
93.7
92.6
93.8

1
|S|2

NB
77.3
79.1
86.5
86.0
70.5
65.9
80.8
74.8
83.5
83.3

X

RBF
87.8
89.3
88.4
89.2
75.3
63.9
87.6
87.7
65.3
89.7

SVM
88.5
89.1
88.6
88.5
76.4
65.3
89.5
89.5
89.0
89.4

I(fi , fj )

(8)

fi ,fj ∈S

are taken into consideration, and the optimization criterion for the search process is
max(D − R).

(9)

Besides the above approach that employs numeric measures to selection features, another major approach in feature selection
practice is the so called wrapper method, using classifiers in this context to evaluate feature selections generated from random
or guided search. Various classification algorithms can be used, e.g., support vector machines (SVM) and k-nearest neighbours
(k-NN).
V. A NALYSIS AND CLASSIFICATION RESULTS
A. Feature selection and classification
To assess the quality of the features, we assessed the performance of the feature schemes, each individually and also in
combination, for classification. Four classifiers are used: k-nearest neighbour with k = 11 and distance weighting; Naive Bayes
with kernel estimation; radial basis functions (RBF) with 24 or 32 Gaussian clusters; and SVM with complexity value of 20.
Results are listed in Table I.
It seems that among the colour features, Wandell colour opponents work the best almost for all classifiers, although the
margin to the performance of Ohta colour components is quite small. The average colours and centiles in the RGB space does
not perform the best.
As with texture, Gabor features seem to outperform the LBP. Furthermore, experiments conducted using Chi-square distance
measure on the LBP data did not give better results than using euclidean distance. The results presented above were obtained
using euclidean distance only for all kinds of features.
The best combination of colour and texture features is ‘Wandell + Gabor’, which is as high as 93.74 and comparable to that
of using all the features in a k-NN classifier.
To achieve good performance, joint feature schemes such as ’Wandell+Gabor’ are favoured in the results given above.
However, these joint feature schemes, especially because of the inclusion of texture features, have large dimensionality. To
explore the reducibility of the feature scheme, we further used a few feature selection methods to extract the best seven feature
components. Feature ranking and selection methods used include: IG, SU, and mRMR. SVM was used in a wrapper approach
to select its version of the best seven. The selection results using different methods are given in Table II. Although there exist
some minor variations among these different selection outcomes, there are a few notable similarities:
• Colour features are most important. All four selections pick ‘avgR’ (average R) and ‘avgOhta2’ (average I2 in the Ohta
model) as the first two best features.
• All selections also include texture features. Interestingly, although the first three selections pick Gabor filter coefficients,
mRMR picks more LBP features instead.
While we considered blue sapstain only in this study, it is interesting to see that the most important colour features are actually
the average red, and average red versus blue. On the other hand, with the facts that multiple texture features selected using
various methods, as shown in Table II, and that the inclusion of texture features helped to achieve higher accuracies, these
results suggest that fungi also cause significant changes to texture appearance on the wood, despite the domain knowledge
suggests sapstain is merely a discolourization effect.
Other frequently used dimension reduction techniques include random projection [2], and principal component analysis
(PCA). We also test the performance of the selected features and compared the results. Here we give the k-NN (k =
11)performance, shown in Table III.
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Fig. 2. Scatter plots of different colour feature schemes. (a) Average RGB colour, shown with R vs G; (b) 30% colour centiles, shown with R vs G; (c)
Average Ohta colour, shown with the first two components; and (d) Average Wandell colour, shown with the first two components.

TABLE II
T HE BEST SEVEN FEATURES SELECTED BY DIFFERENT ATTRIBUTE SELECTORS .
Method
SVM
IG
SU
mRMR

avgR
avgR
avgR
avgOhta2

avgOhta2
avgOhta2
avgOhta2
avgR

Gabor8
Gabor2
Gabor2
LBP1

Selected Features
Gabor9
Gabor1
avgWand1 avgOhta1
avgWand1 Gabor5
LBP3
avgOhta3

Gabor2
Gabor9
avgOhta1
Gabor5

avgWand3
Gabor5
Gabor9
LBP2
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Fig. 3.

Feature map generated on average Wandell colour features.

Fig. 4.

A example of LBP computation.
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TABLE III
P ERFORMANCE OF REDUCED FEATURE SETS SELECTED BY SVM, IG, R ANDOM P ROJECTION (RP), PCA, AND M RMR.
Performance
Accuracy
Kappa

Fig. 5.

IG
90.7
0.81

RP
91.6
0.83

PCA
93.5
0.87

mRMR
93.6
0.87

SVM
94.2
0.88

An board cutting example based on sapstain classification.

A little surprisingly, all reduced feature sets can achieve very good classification accuracies. It is noted that the results using
both PCA and SVM feature selection can get better or almost the same accuracy as that of using the whole feature set.
B. Post-processing
Another problem that arose which could potentially cause frustrations in practical application is the occurrence of single
regions being classified as sapstain. If a region surrounded by clear regions is classified as sapstain, it would be cut and
removed from the timber board. This would cause valuable lengths of clear board to be lost. To overcome this, the neighbours
of each classified region were inspected; if no neighbours within a 1-block distance of the current region were also classified
as sapstain, it meant the region was an isolated sapstain region and was thus re-classified as clear wood. An example of board
cutting based on sapstain classification is shown in Fig. 5.
VI. R ELEVANT W ORKS
There is a growing trend in employing machine vision and image analysis techniques in wood processing applications. In
[12], an approach of evaluation of wood strands arrangement on oriented strand board was proposed, using image analysis to
automatically compute the number of strands, strand area, and fibre directions. For inspection of timber, a number of studies
have been conducted [9] [19] [13]. Self-organizing maps were employed to visualize and classify sound wood and defects,
e.g. in [13] [20]. Although there was a recent study on the the detection of sapstain caused by two kinds of fungi, it used a
biological method [7]. To our knowledge, there has been no computational solutions proposed for sapstain detection. Besides,
there seem to be no machine learning based studies to analyze the effectiveness of the feature schemes used in solving wood
inspection problems.
Centiles have been widely used in defect inspection in timber with good results [9] and again are computationally light
suiting the practical application of colour centiles with automatic wood defect systems.
Although not found very effective in this case study, as a texture feature LBP has been successfully used in surface defect
detection [23], face recognition [3], face expression recognition [18], and medical image categorization [21]. Some of these
incorporated multi-resolution features in consideration, but we restricted ourselves in small region inspection and used the
basic LBP feature only.
VII. C ONCLUSION
Building reliable automatic wood inspection systems is a meaningful topic for the wood industry. So far systems for the
detection of wood defects such as knots have been developed. Various colour and texture features have been proposed for the
purposes. In this paper, we presented the first computational approach on sapstain detection. Our approach is first to conduct
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machine learning experiments on the colour and texture features extracted from blue sapstain images. Features as few as seven
are found to be effective in later building classifiers, whose performance is assessed with cross validations. Feature analysis
and selection methods reveal that although average colour components and colour opponents are the most important features,
texture features are among the best features too. This implies that sapstain is not a discolourization effect alone but bears
significant texture variation on wood appearance.
Colour features provide the best results for classifying sapstain and clear wood. RGB colour means, colour-opponent
combinations and centiles all had an adequate classification rate of greater than 80%. Among these it is the colour-opponent
models that give the best classification performance, suggesting that they are most sensitive to the discolourization in sapstain
images. Colour opponents are most frequently present among the selected features obtained using various feature selection
methods. On the other hand, texture features have much poorer classification performance. However, when being combined
with colour features, they can produce superior performance that outruns using colour features or texture features alone.
Furthermore, by either conducting feature selection, or using dimension reduction algorithms such as PCA and random
projection, it is found that the effective dimensionality of the feature sets can be as low as seven. This allows efficient
classification models to be trained and tested.
Automatically detecting sapstain would be of a great value to automatic defect inspections systems in the timber industry.
The results of this study could be incorporated into exiting automatic detection systems using SOM [20] for visualization and
a stronger classifier to improve the classification performance of sapstain within processed timber. Future work also needs to
look into developing automatic systems for the detection of multiple defects, such as knots, cracks and other kinds of sapstain.
Acknowledgment. The author thanks Matthew Gleeson for his work in collecting the sapstain image data and conducting
some initial experiments.
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